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Communicating with 
uncertainty 
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Pair A was rated excellent by 

750 out of 1000 customers

Pair B was rated excellent by 

75% of customers



We like uncertainty

• Check preference for identical sunglasses rated by other buyers 
using various schemes

– More frequent ‘excellent’ ratings should be better

– Larger pool of buyers rating should be more reliable

• Testing whether:

– People can make rational choices

– Natural frequencies are as good as percentages

– Larger denominators convey more reliability

– Interval numerators can be understood
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Findings

80% 50% rational

10/100 80/100 same sample size

66/198 2/6 same magnitude

[66,88]/198 33/100    even with ambiguity

50% 50/100 prefer natural 
frequency

2/4 50% unless very 
uncertain

6Sample sizes ~300 “master turkers”



Communicating uncertainty

One way that uncertainty can be communicated in 

through the use of hedge words

Phrases such as about or almost uncertainty in ways 

which can be quantified and understood

“About 1000” contains more uncertainty than “About

990”



We use this to choose sunglasses, 

Why not prison sentences ?
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COMPAS

● COMPAS is an algorithm that tries to predict recidivism

● Has well known racial bias problems:

● The overall accuracy for both black and white defendants is 

consistent at approximately 65%

● Has a higher number of false positives for black defendants 

than white defendants (40% v 25%)

● Conversely, more has higher number of false negatives for 

white defendants (47% v 31%)
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How We Analyzed the COMPAS Recidivism Algorithm, Propublica (2016)



Communicating Uncertainty

● Instead of just returning a TRUE or FALSE result an algorithm 

could instead return expression with uncertainty

● For COMPAS of just outputting “High Risk” could output:

“Out of 100 similar defendants, between 59 and 74 defendants will 

reoffend within two years” 

“About 50% of similar defendants will reoffend with this test result”
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJQ3TM-p2QI


GDPR

● EU’s GDPR regulation stipulates that if someone is 

subject to an automated decision then they have: 

○ “at least the right to obtain human intervention on the 

part of the controller, to express his or her point of view 

and to contest the decision.” *

○ And the right to request “meaningful information about 

the logic involved” **
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*Art. 22(3); ** Art. 15(1)(h)



Computer Says No 

● Uncertainty in the output gives an intelligible avenue for appeal. 

● Uncertainty allows the human to understand the results, with 

natural expressions of confidence.

● Uncertainty delivers meaningful information to inform the 

decision maker, supporting more subtle decisions beyond the 

binary class. 
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The output doesn’t matter to the 

algorithm but it clearly matters 

to people
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Exploiting uncertainty 
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● Technology is being increasingly 

used by police forces despite the 

fact that is is not very accurate

● Software has been accused of 

racial bias:

○ “If you’re black, you’re more 

likely to be subjected to this 

technology and the 

technology is more likely to 

be wrong,” 

● Algorithms can be tricked

Facial Recognition

17(Sharif, M. et al., 2016; )
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Attacks 
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● Current thinking on robust algorithms is to develop specific 

defensive mechanisms 

● There are many variants of attack:

○ Black-box attacks uses sampling to optimize a solution that 

fools the classifier

○ White-box is where underlying structure is accessed



Uncertainty is the best form of defense 

● Can intervalise the pixel data then retrain the neural 

network

● This effectively protects against both black and white box 

attacks

● Using uncertainty means that you do not have to be specific 

about which attack you are trying to prevent
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https://github.com/MadryLab/mnist_challenge, Sadeghi et al. 2019

https://github.com/MadryLab/mnist_challenge


We use this to classify images, ...

Why not protect our privacy?
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Privacy

Three types for reidentification attacks:

1. Paparazzi Attack - Hackers want to find information about an 

individual

2. Journalist Attack - Hackers want to find information about someone

3. Marketing Attack - Want populations, not too bothered about accuracy
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Encryption

Standard way to deal with privacy is anonymization and encryption 

However a lock is only as good as the key

It is sometimes possible to reverse engineer individuals from data

With quantum computing it may be possible to beat the bets 

encryption within seconds
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Uncertainty for Privacy

We could use uncertainty for privacy 

Could transform true numbers into uncertain numbers 

randomly

Should allow the useful information not to be lost

But make it impossible to reproduce the original individual 

data 
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Encryption

Age:

Height:

Weight:

Postcode:

29

167 cm

74 kg

L69 3DX
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[27,31]

[165,170] cm

[74,78] kg

Central Liverpool

234rfewfqjk3tnj3g4

43tgrqg4qhn4h54 cm

34lkjnip34t324t kg

Ll345345 43t43t43

[23j3n12,1jgn4343]

[1324r13r,31r312r43] cm

[kleng0430,7dsdf2r3f] kg

Central Liverpool



Wrangling uncertainty
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Input Errors

27(Thimbleby, 2011)

● Nurses are prone to making mistakes 

when dispensing drugs

● Simply missing a decimal point could 

be a lethal mistake

● Calculators can give ambiguous 

results:

○ 2 + 3 x 4 could be interpreted as 

either 14 or 20 depending on the 

calculator

● However calculators have been 

designed in order to account for these 

simple errors

● They can detect and block even simple 

errors



We use this for calculators, ...

Why not for aircraft?
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Air France 447
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● Flight from Rio to Paris in 2009 that 

crashed into the Atlantic Ocean

● The autopilot suddenly turned off 

mid flight 

● The pilots were unable to 

understand the situation and were 

not used to flying manually at 38,000 

ft

● Their mistakes caused the aircraft to 

stall from which they never 

recovered 

● The autopilots response to a problem 

was to simply give up 



"In the Airbus disaster, the computer's response to an 
'error' event was to abandon control, which caused a stall 
from which the pilots never recovered. ... Stopping on an 
execution error is a bad idea.  It's a bad policy.  The 
alternative is a bad policy too. ... We need to handle 
exceptions in a humane way."

−William Kahan, at the IFIP Working Conference on Uncertainty Quantification in Scientific Computing, at 
NIST in Boulder, Colorado, 

3 August 2011
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Boeing 737 MAX
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● MCAS system on board plane was 

designed to automatically adjust flaps 

in order to prevent the aircraft stalling

● Lion Air 610 and Ethiopian Airways 

302 crashed killing all onboard

● MCAS system has been blamed for 

both these accidents 

● MCAS can be turned off and flaps 

manually adjusted

● Adjusting flaps manually then  turns 

MCAS back on



Garbage In, Garbage Out
Should be
Uncertainty In, Uncertainty Out
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The Trolley Problem
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Trolley Problem
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● People have different opinions about what to do in subtly different 

scenarios

● There are also other uncertainties to consider:

○ Car might slow enough to “safely” hit wall

○ Pedestrians might move

○ Does number of people in the car matter?



Trolley Problem

● Some have argued that the fact that since the trolley problem 

“handle the problem of garden-variety risk” it is irrelevant

● The fact that the ethics are dependant on the uncertainty 

doesn’t mean that it can be dismissed

● It might be a simple example but similar decision will have to be 

made by autonomous systems
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If you can’t hard code ethics 
into an algorithm then you 
need to at least make sure 
it’s a humane algorithm
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